We discuss the structure of the ideal class group of real biquadratic fields K , concentrating on the case that the 4-rank of the ideal class groups of the quadratic subfields of K is 0. In this case, we give estimates for the 4-rank of the ideal class group of K . As an example, let K = Q(-/p, a/627) , where p is a prime satisfying certain congruence conditions. The 2-primary part of the ideal class group of K is then isomorphic to (Z/4Z)2 , Z/4Z x (Z/2Z)2 , or (Z/2Z)4 . Further, each of the above occurs infinitely often.
Introduction
Let K = Q(v/ä, y/b) be a real biquadratic field with quadratic subfields ko, k\, and k2. In the 1920's, Herglotz [He] proved a relationship between the class number of K and the class numbers of its quadratic subfields. Let A be the class number of K, and let A, be the class number of k¡ for i = 0, 1,2. Herglotz showed that A = j¡hohxh2, where n = 1, 2, or 4 depending on the group of units of Ox , the ring of integers of K. It is natural to ask if the structure of the ideal class group of K is reflected by this formula.
To be more precise, let G be the ideal class group of K, and let G¡ be the ideal class group of k¡ for i = 0, 1,2. There is a natural map Go x Gx x G2 -► G. Herglotz's formula suggests that G might be isomorphic to a quotient of Go x Gx x G2. Kubota, in [Kub] , showed that the kernel and cokernel of the above map are elementary 2-groups, so it suffices to consider the 2-class group of K (i.e., the 2-primary subgroup of the ideal class group). We concentrate on the case where the 2-class groups of the quadratic subfields are elementary 2-groups, since interesting phenomena already occur here. In this case, one can ask whether the 2-class group of G might be an elementary 2-group as well. For this, we need the following definition. Let « be an integer greater than 1 and let A be a finite abelian group, and let Ä be the maximal quotient group which is a direct product of copies of Z/nZ. The «-rank of A is the number of copies of Z/nZ in Ä. Since the cokernel of the above map is an elementary 2-group, the 8-rank of G is 0. Thus, it suffices to consider the 4-rank. We show that the 4-rank of G can be greater than 0. In fact, the 4-rank can vary as much as possible. For example, consider K = Qi-/p, V627), where p is a prime that satisfies certain congruence conditions. For such primes, the 2-class groups of the quadratic subfields are elementary 2-groups. Also, A = 16c, where c is an odd integer. From the above comments, the 2-class group of K can be either (Z/4Z)2 , Z/4Zx (Z/2Z)2, or (Z/2Z)4 . We show that each of these cases occurs infinitely often, and examples are provided for each case.
Let K be any real biquadratic field where the ramified prime ideals of its quadratic subfields generate the 2-class groups of the quadratic subfields. In this case, the 2-class groups are elementary 2-groups. We introduce an elementary 2-group H and let H' be a subgroup of H satisfying certain conditions relating to the ramified prime ideals, in the sense of Definition 2.2, of the quadratic subfields. Let 5 be the 2-rank of H/H'. We show that the 4-rank of the ideal class group of K is either s or s -1. Now suppose K = Qi-Jp, Vd), where p is a prime. Let d = JX¡mlq¡ where q¡ is prime for each i. Let pqj be a prime ideal of Q(\/rf) lying over q¡ for each i, and let G\ be the subgroup of Gx generated by the ideals pg¡ such that (£) = 1. We show that if r is the 4-rank of G and r' is the 2-rank of Gx/G[, then r'-3<r<r'+l.
We now give a short description of the contents of this paper. We discuss real quadratic fields k, in §2. We give a sufficient condition for when the 2-class group of k is an elementary 2-group, and also define the genus characters of k. Moreover, we determine which products of ramified prime ideals of k are principal. In §3, we consider real biquadratic fields K. We state Herglotz's Theorem. Then we give all the possibilities for the generators of the units of Ox as in [Kur] . We also show which ideals of K that are products of ramified prime ideals of ko, kx, and k2 become principal in K. We also discuss the map Go x Gx x G2-* G mentioned above.
In §4, we define the group H, which is the group of equivalence classes of primes that split completely in K under a certain equivalence relation. In §4 and §5, the two theorems mentioned above, which give estimates for the 4-rank of G, are proved. In §6, we show that there are infinitely many fields K with 2-class groups isomorphic to (Z/4Z)2, Z/4Z x (Z/2Z)2, and (Z/2Z)4 , and give examples of each possibility.
Some notation
Let L be a number field. We will denote the ring of integers of L by 0¿ . Unless otherwise specified, we will write ideal of L to mean fractional ideal of 0L. Recall that the ideal class group of L is the group of ideals of L modulo the principal ideals. In the nineteenth century, it was proved that the ideal class group of any number field is finite. Its order is called the class number of L. Let M a finite normal extension field of L, a an element of M, and /, J ideals of L. Further, let c, d, m, n be integers, with d odd and (c, d) = 1. We shall use the following notations: Recall that a number field K is a biquadratic field if K is an extension of degree 4 over Q of the form Qiy/ä, Vb), where a and b are distinct squarefree integers. The field K has three quadratic subfields and Gal (AT/ Q ) = (Z/2Z)2. We call a field E a polyquadratic field if it is obtained by adjoining square roots of finitely many integers.
Real quadratic fields
First, we give two definitions.
Definition 2.1. Let F be a finite abelian extension of Q. The genus field of F is the maximal field contained in the Hubert class field of F that is abelian over Q.
Definition 2.2. A prime ideal p of a quadratic field k is called ramified if p lies over a prime p that ramifies in k. An ideal, not necessarily prime, of k is a ramified ideal if it is a product of powers of ramified prime ideals.
Let A be a real quadratic field with Hubert class field M and let E be the genus field of k. By genus theory, £ is a polyquadratic field and the 2-ranks of Gal( M¡k ) and Gal( E/k ) are equal. For more on genus theory, see [Ja] . We provide a sufficient condition for E to be the Hubert 2-class field of k.
Proposition 2.3. Let k = QiVd) be a quadratic field. Let G be the 2-ideal class group of k. Let E be the genus field of k, and let G' = Gal(£/A). If {Fr^/k\p is a ramified prime ideal of k} generates G7 then G = G' and E is the Hubert 2-class field of k.
Proof. By genus theory, G2 = Gal iF/E), where F is the Hubert 2-class field of k. The elements of order 2 in G generate G/G2. By a result in group theory, G is an elementary 2-group. ■ Let k = QiVd) with d squarefree. Write d = 2eY["=lpj, where the p¡ are distinct odd primes and e = 0 or 1. Let m be the number of primes congruent to 1 modulo 4. Arrange the primes p, so that p, = 1 (mod 4) for i < m and Pi = 3 (mod 4) for i > m. We classify real quadratic fields into 6 different classes:
Case A e = 0,m = n Case B e = 0, n -m odd Case C e = 0, n > m, n-m even Case D e = I, m = n Case E e = 1, n -m odd
Case F e = I, n> m, n-m even
The discriminant of k for Cases A and C is d, otherwise the discriminant is 4d. Also, the genus field E of k is generated by y/pi for all i < m, and y/PÏP] for all i, j > m over k.
We now define genus characters for k. Let / be an ideal of k, and let d' be a squarefree integer such that VcF e E. It follows that d'\d. We define Xkd, (/) as follows:
tflkiy/d>) = x%iI)Jd'.
It follows from the properties of the Frobenius automorphisms that if J is another ideal of k and d" is another square free integer such that Vd" e E, then 4, (//) = x% iI)X% iJ) and j#lrf" (/) = xkd, iI)Xkd» (I) • If / is a principal ideal, then the value of all the genus characters at / is 1. If / mk J, then the values of any genus character at I and J are equal.
Let / be a prime. If / is inert in k, then p¡ is clearly a principal ideal of k . Thus, the values of all the genus characters at p¡ are 1. The following two lemmas describe the values of the genus characters at p¡ when / splits or ramifies in k . They both follow from the relation between the genus characters, the Jacobi symbol, and the Hubert symbol as described in [Hal] and [Ha2] .
Proofs are also given in [Si] .
Lemma 2.4. Let k = <Q>i\/d) be a real quadratic field as above and suppose I is a prime that splits in k. Let p¡ be a prime ideal of k lying above I. Let d' be a squarefree integer such that \[d' e E. If I is odd, then XjiiPi) = (t)-V 1 = 2 and d' = 1 (mod 4), then x%ÍPi) = (£).
Lemma 2.5. Let k be a real quadratic field as above and suppose I is a prime that ramifies in k. Let p¡ be the prime ideal of k lying above I. Let d' be a squarefree integer such that \fd~' e E. If I is odd, then k 1 \ J (t)» *y'í¿'> -{(äjf), w.
Ifl = 2andd' = l (mod 4), then ** (¿) = (£).
We now want to see which of the ramified ideals of k are principal. We state the following two lemmas which are proved in [Hi, Satz 106] . Lemma 2.6. Let k = Q(Vrf) be a real quadratic field with fundamental unit e = a + b\fd such that Nk/qie) = 1. Let p¡ for 1 < i < p be the ramified prime ideals of k. Further, let r, s be the squarefree parts of 2(a +1 ), 2(a -1 ), respectively, and let a and b be ideals of k such that a2 = (r) and b2 = (s). Let S = {p^'p22...p^|e; = 0, I for all i}. Then S contains exactly 4 principal ideals, namely (1), (V^), 0, and b.
Lemma 2.7. Let k = Qi^/d) be a real quadratic field with fundamental unit e such that Nk/qie) = -1. Let p, for i = 1,..., p be the ramified prime ideals of k. Let S = {p\' p2...pe¿ \e¡ = 0, I for all i} . Then S contains exactly 2 principal ideals, namely (1) and iVd).
The following lemma gives a sufficient condition for when the fundamental unit of a quadratic field is not totally positive. The lemma is a consequence of [Hi, Satz 107] .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Lemma 2.8. Let k = QiVd) be a real quadratic field where d is a squarefree integer with no prime divisors p s 3 (mod 4), and let e be the fundamental unit of k. Suppose the ramified prime ideals generate the 2-class group of k. Then Nk/Qie) = -1.
Real biquadratic fields
We first state the following theorem, due. to Herglotz [He] , which relates the class number of biquadratic fields to the class numbers of its quadratic subfields.
Theorem 3.1. Let K be a real biquadratic field with quadratic subfields ko, Ai, k2, and let h, ho, hx, h2 be their respective class numbers. Then h = \[0K:0*koO*kO*k2]hohxh2.
We now investigate the units of the ring of integers of real biquadratic fields. Let K be a real biquadratic field with quadratic subfields ko, kx, and k2. Kuroda, in [Kur, Satz 11] proved that, up to permutation of indices, there are seven possibilities for the generators of the group of units of Ox modulo {1,-1}:
1. e0,ex,e2;2. e0, e{, yfëi; 3. e0, yëï.yël; 4. e0, ex, y/Wi ; 5. Co, y/Tx, y/Wî; 6. e0, y/Wi, y/Wi; 1-Co, €\, y/e0€xe2. Furthermore, if y/ej e K, then e; must be totally positive. If yfift] e K for i $k j, then e, and tj are totally positive. If y/eoëîëi e K, then either e, is totally positive for all /' or e, is not totally positive for all i. We have the following result which is proven in [Kub, Hilfssatz 4 
Lemma 3.2. Let n be unit of K, such that n = ^-, where a e K and v € Q. Then neOiakpi2.
We list the possibilities for splitting of primes in ko, kx, and k2 which follow from investigating the Jacobi symbols. Up to permutations of indices, there are five types of splitting in ko, kx, and k2.
(1) p splits in Ao, and is inert in Ai, k2 (2) p splits in Ao, and ramifies in kx, k2 (3) p is inert in Ao, and ramifies in Ai, k2 (4) p splits in Ao, Ai, k2 (5) p ramifies in Ao, Ai, k2
If (1), (2), or (3) occurs, then the splitting of p is clearly determined in K. Also, it follows from [Ma, Theorem 28] or by inspecting the decomposition and inertia groups of a prime p, that (4) occurs if and only if p splits completely in K, and (5) occurs if and only if p ramifies completely in K.
We now prove the following lemma:
Lemma 3.3. Let I be a prime which splits completely in K. Let £P be a prime ideal of K lying over I. Then £P2 ~x bpq where b, p, q are prime ideals of ko, kx, k2, respectively, lying over I and below &. Proof. Suppose / splits completely in K. Then /t\ = bb', lOkl = pp', and lOkl = qq', where b, b', p, p', q, and q' are all prime ideals lying over /. Let 3s; &>', &>", and ¿P" be the prime ideals of K lying over /. Since Gal(AT/Q) acts transitively on these ideals, we may assume without loss of generality that S&' = b, &&>" = p, and &&"' = q. Then, &>2 ~K &>2il) = &1 &&>'&>"&>'" = bpq. ■
The next four lemmas will determine which ideals of the form ilolxh)0x , where /, is a ramified ideal of A, for / = 0, 1, 2, are principal ideals of K. Henceforth, if / is an ideal of a number field F and M is a field containing F, we will denote the ideal IOm by / if no confusion will result. Lemma 3.4. Let p be a prime which ramifies in two quadratic fields kx and k2. Let p, q be the prime ideals lying above p in kx,k2, respectively. Then (pq) is a principal ideal in K = kxk2. Let a = ibapbC\c)Ofc be an ideal of K, where ba , p¿, qc are ramified ideals of ko, kx, k2, respectively, such that b2 = (a), p2, = (A), and q2 = (c). Then a is principal in K if and only if a2 = ip) for some p e S, or equivalently abc e S.
Note: In particular, this shows which ramified ideals of A, become principal in K.
Proof. (<=) Suppose o2 = (p) for some peS. Then p = a?-<%<%<%d$d{ . for some integer a. It follows that (a-'a)2 = id¡¡tfd£d §d{1), so that a~'o = b/op/i V2tVoPyi ' wbere the ideals bCo, pc,, qC2, bdo, and pd¡ are defined sim-
ilarly to ba . By Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7, the above ideals are principal. Therefore o is a principal ideal of K.
(=s>) Suppose a is a principal ideal, and a2 = (v) where v £ S. Let a be a generator for o. Then, a2 = ve where e is a totally positive unit of K. Also, by Lemma 3.2, t eO^O^O^^. We may assume that e = e^ef'ef2, where g¡ = 0 or 1 if Nk¡/QÍé¡) = 1, or g¡■ = 0 otherwise. If Nk./QÍe¡) = 1, then y/% = Ujy/Cj + Vjy/cî, where u,-, v, e Q, c\ is the squarefree part of 2(û -1), and C/cJ = d¡ or 4d¡. It follows that y/DlJvc^cf'cf e K. Since
where S is an integer not in S. It follows that Jvc0?0cf'c21 £ K, so that y/vï £ K, which is a contradiction. ■ Before we state a similar lemma for the case when Nk.¡QÍe¡) = -1 for each i, we need the following lemma. Lemma 3.6. Let K be a real biquadratic field with quadratic subfields ko = Q(y/dö), kx =Qi^/d~x), k2 = <Q.iyfd2). Let e¡ be the fundamental unit of A, for i = 0, 1,2. Suppose e, is not totally positive for each i. Then there exists a squarefree rational integer ß dividing y/d0dxd2 such that \fßyf7o~7x72 e K. Proof. Let n = y/Tö^i-From [Kub, Hilfssatz 3] , it follows that there exists a squarefree integer ß such that y/ßn e K. Now let o = i\Zßn). Then o2 = iß). Let p be a prime dividing ß. Since ß is squarefree, it follows from above that (p) = I2 for some ideal I of K. Hence p is ramified in K and in one of the quadratic subfields A,. Sincê k,/qiei) = -1, the odd prime divisors of d¡ are congruent to 1 modulo 4. In particular, d¡ is either even or d¡ = 1 (mod 4) for all i. Thus, p\d¡ and hence, p\dodxd2. Since ß is squarefree, then ß\y/dod\d2. ■ Lemma 3.7. Let K be a real biquadratic field with quadratic subfields ko = QiVdô), Ai = Q(y/d¡), k2 = <Qi\/rd2). Let e¡ = a¡ + biy/di be the fundamental unit of A, for i = 0, 1,2. Suppose e, is not totally positive for each i. Let ß be a squarefree integer such that \/pVeoeie2 e K. Let S = {pe %\p =2 ß'dfrd? , with e, fi= 0, 1}.
Let a = ibaPb^c)Ox be an ideal of K, where ba, p¿>, qc are ramified ideals of ko, kx, k2, respectively, such that b2 = (a), p2b = (A), and q2 = (c). Then a is principal in K if and only if a2 = ip) for some p e S, or equivalently, abc eS.
Let G, Go, G\, G2 be the ideal class groups of K, ko, kx, k2 , respectively. There is a natural map 4> : Go x G\ x G2 -► G defined by HttMko > ihh , [h]k2)) = [(W2)0*k where /, is an ideal of A, for / = 0, 1,2. Kubota in [Kub] proved what the kernel and cokernel of this map can be.
Proposition 3.8. The kernel and the cokernel of the natural map <p : Go x Gx x (j2 -> G are elementary 2-groups.
We see from the proposition that the odd part of G is determined by the odd parts of Go, Gx, and G2. In §4 and §5, we further investigate the 2-primary subgroup of G.
A IT
First theorem
As in the last section, let K be a real biquadratic field with quadratic subfields Ao, A], and A2. Let G, Go, Gx, G2 be the ideal class groups of K, ko, kl} k2, respectively, having orders h, ho, hx, h2 , respectively. We consider real biquadratic fields K such that the ramified prime ideals of A, generate the 2-class groups of A, for all /' = 0, 1, 2. In this case, the 4-rank of G¡ is 0 for each 1, and it follows from Proposition 2.3 that the Hubert 2-class field of A, is the genus field. We want to see if the 4-rank of G is always 0, or if it is not, what the 4-rank can be.
We first state the following lemma, which is a consequence of Dirichlet's Theorem on primes in arithmetic progression. Lemma 4.1. Let Px,Pi, -, Pn be distinct primes and for each i, let e¡• = ±1 Then there exist infinitely many primes I such that (^) = e, for all i.
If I is a prime, we will define b/, p/, q/ to be prime ideals of ko,k\,k2, respectively, lying over /. Let E¡ be the genus field of A, for i = 0, 1, 2. Let H be the set of equivalence classes of primes which split completely in K, with equivalence relation ~ as follows: Let /, /' be primes which split completely in K. Then / ~ /' if x%(b,) = X%(*l>), X%(Vl) = X%(Pf), and xd2Mi) = X%{*v) for all d'¡\di such that y/d] e E¡. Note that in particular, if (|) = (£) for all primes p such that p\dodxd2, then / ~ /'. Suppose that the 2-Sylow subgroups of Go, Gi, and G2 are generated by the ramified prime ideals. Then the Hilbert 2-class field of A, is the genus field, and Go, Gi and G2 have 4-rank equal to 0. It follows from the comments in §2 that / ~ /' if and only if [b/b/7'lfco, [p/P/7'k,, [q/q/7'k, have odd order in G0, Gi, G2 , respectively. We will denote the equivalence class of / by [/] .
We can define a group multiplication as follows: Let /, /' be primes which split completely in K. /$(<!/)/$(<!/') = X^iQi") f°r all d\\d; such that yfd1i e E¡. Such primes exist since by Lemma 4.1, there exist infinitely many primes /" such that ijn) = ifr) for all p\dodxd2. Further, it follows that that there are an even number of primes p\d¡ such that ifr) = -I, so that /" splits completely in K. The identity of H is [/] , where / is a prime which splits completely in K such that the value of all the genus characters at b¡, p¡, and q¡ is 1. It can be shown, as suggested by David Rohrlich, that H = Gal i%¡K), where W is the genus field of K. We now prove the following theorem:
Theorem 4.2. Let K be a real biquadratic field and assume the 2-class groups of its quadratic subfields ko,kx,k2 are generated by the ramified prime ideals.
Let H' be the subgroup of H defined by
with ba «*" b¡, pb «*, p¡, qc «fc: q,, and abc =2 1}, where ba, p¿,, qc. are ramified ideals of ko, kx, k2 , respectively, such that b\ = (a), p2b = (A), and q2 = (c). Let r be the 2-rank of H/H'. Then the 4-rank of the ideal class group of K is r or r -1. Furthermore, if the fundamental unit of A, ¿s totally positive for some i, then the 4-rank is r. Proof. Let G be the ideal class group of K and let G, be the ideal class group of A,-for 1" = 0, 1, 2. Let e, = w, + v¡ y/d¡ be the fundamental unit of A,, and let c, be the squarefree part of 2(m, + 1) if Nk¡/QÍe¡) = 1, otherwise, let c, = 1 for i = 0, 1,2. By Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7, the ideals bCo, pC| , qc, are principal ideals of Ao, Ai, A2, respectively.
Suppose N¡c,iq(€¡) = 1 for some /.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use For i < m, let /, be primes which split completely in K such that [/,-] for i <m, generate H', and for i> m, let /, be primes which split completely in K such that [/,] for m + 1 < i < n generate H" where H" is a subgroup of H so that H = H' xH'7
Since each ideal class of K contains a prime ideal which lies over a prime that splits completely in K, it suffices to consider only those prime ideals in determining the 4-rank of G.
If / is a prime which splits completely in K, then [/] = üj-ií^l» wnere s > 0, and i¡ < n for all j. By Lemma 3.3, &f wÄ b/p/q/ «k nbA,np/,rK ~k rt^v
where y e G has order less than or equal to 2. Thus, it suffices to consider the prime ideals &>i. for i < n . Suppose Nk¡/QÍ€i) = -l for all i. Let ß be a squarefree integer such that yfßyftötxel e K and ß\yfdo~dx~d2 as in Lemma 3.6. Also, let H' be the subgroup of H defined by H' = {[l]\3a, A,ceZwith ba «^ b/,p¿ «*, p/, qc «^ q/, and aAc =2 1, jS>, An easy calculation shows that either H' = H', or |/r| = 2\H'\. In either case, let H" be a subgroup of H so that H = H' x H'7 It follows that the 2-rank of H" is either r or r -1. Let r* be the 2-rank of #" .
By following a similar argument as in the case above, we see that the 4-rank of G is at most r. Let /,' for /' < r* be primes which split completely in K such that [/,'] generate H" for i < r* . Consider n',=i^/' . with < > 0 and ij < r* 'j for all j. We have as before üy-i^ ** bapbqc, where a, b, c divide the 'j discriminants of ko, kx, k2, respectively. Suppose bapbqc is principal in K. Then by Lemma 3.7, we have abc =2 d §d(x ße, where fi'■, e = 0, 1 for each i. Thus as before, ba «^ bw and p¿, »*, p¿<, where a', V are the squarefree parts of ad{f, bd{', respectively. But, a'b'c =2 ad^bd^cße =2 1, ß, which again is a contradiction. Thus, the 4-rank of G is at least r*. Hence the 4-rank of G is either r or r -1. ■
Second theorem
In this section we look at real biquadratic fields K with quadratic subfields Ao = Qiy/p), Ai = QiVd), and A2 = Qiy/pd), where p is a prime and p\d.
We first classify these biquadratic fields into different classes. We classify A] into six different classes as in §2. Further, we classify Ao into three classes as follows:
Since k2 is completely determined by Ao and Ai, and since Cases 3D (i.e. Ao is 3 and Ai is D), 3E, and 3F cannot occur, this leaves us with 15 different classes.
As before, let G, Go, Gi, and G2 be the ideal class groups of K, ko, kx, k2, respectively. We note that |Go| is odd. We further assume that the ramified prime ideals of A, generate the 2-Sylow subgroup of G¡ for /' = 1, 2.
Let E¡ be the genus field of A, for i = 1, 2. It follows that E¡ is the Hilbert 2-class field of A,. Recall from §4 that if / and / are ideals of A, and the values of all the genus characters at / and / are equal, then / «*f /. Let G, be the quotient G, modulo the odd part of G,. For simplicity, we will denote [I] ki to be the class of ideals J such that / *t% I. Also, [I]x will have a similar meaning.
We consider the group H discussed in §4. Let /, /' be primes which split completely in K. As before, we let p¡, q¡ be prime ideals of Ai, A2, respectively, lying over /. Since |Go| is odd, it follows that [/] = [/'] if and only if Pi ak, Pi' > and q¡ 8s*2 q//. We now prove a lemma which relates the groups Gi and H. We now show <f> is an injection, except for cases 2C, 2E, and 2F. From §2 we see that E2 ç Exiyfp). Suppose / is an odd prime that splits completely in K such that p/ «* (1). Suppose a is a squarefree integer dividing pi such that y/aeE2. Then using Lemma 2.4 and that (f ) = (^)(f ) = 1 for p\a, it follows that q «fc2 (1) as well. Therefore, <j> is injective.
For Cases 2C, 2E, and 2F, we note that by inspecting Ex, if I is a prime that splits completely in K such that if) = 1 for all q¡ = 1 (mod 4) and if) for all q¡ = 3 (mod 4), then it fo Hows that p/ as*, (1). However, by inspecting E2, we see that q¡ ^kl (1). Now if /' is another prime that splits completely in K such that [/'] ^ [l] and if) = -1 for some i, then p¡ ¡¡èkl (1). Thus, |ker<¿>| = 2. ■ Theorem 5.2. Let K be a real biquadratic field with quadratic subfields ko = Qi\/p) > Ai = QiVd), and k2 = Qi\/pd), where p is a prime not dividing d. Let G, Go, Gx, G2 be the ideal class groups of K ,ko,kx,k2, respectively. Suppose that the ramified prime ideals of A, generate the 2-Sylow subgroups of G i for i = 1,2. Let G\ be the subgroup of Gx generated by
Let r be the 4-rank of G, and let r1 be the 2-rank of G\/G[. Then r' -3< r < r' + 1. Proof. Let G, be the quotient of G, modulo the odd part of G, for i = 0,1,2.
It follows that Go is trivial. Let G\ be the image of G\ in the quotient Gx. Note that G\ = G[. Let / be any prime which splits completely in K. As before, let b¡, p¡, and q¡ be prime ideals of Ao, Ai, and A2, respectively, lying over /. Let £P be a prime ideal of K lying above /. Since the 4-rank of G, is 0 for / = 1, 2 and since Go is trivial, the conclusion of For' 1 < /' < n, let /" be an odd prime such that (£) = 1, (^) = (^-) for i t¿ v, and (^) = i^rf) ■ Such primes exist by Lemma 4.1. Also, note that if) = 1 and (^) = 1. Thus, lv splits in Ao, Ai, and A2, and splits completely in K. Further, by Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, we have xd> (P/J = Xd' (P?J for all d\ \dx such that y/d[ is contained in Ex. Since the Hilbert 2-class field of Ai is the genus field, it follows that p¡v «^ pq¡/, for v < n. Moreover, for v < m, we have (£) = (£) = 1, so that xd\im") = xjjfa».) for all d'2\d2 such that yfd\ is contained in E2. Hence, p¡u «^ pq", for v < m. For v > m, note that in general, q¡u ¿¿kl q?".
For v < n, let ^ be a prime ideal of K lying over /" . For v < m, we have by Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 9% »K p^q/,, »K p9"q9i/ «a: (1), so that \3°1v\k has order 1 or 2 in G.
Suppose m + l<i/</i.If0" = l (mod 4) then since (^) = -1, we have by Lemma 2.5 and above that Xqli^q,) = -XqliPqJ) ■ Thus,
(1) X%i<\qJ = -Xq:2M)-By a similar argument, if qv, qp = 3 (mod 4) where I < p < n and p jí v, then (2) 4^(^) = -4^(i/J-Let H be the group as above, and let </> : H -» Gi be the map fa[l]) = p¡, where / is a prime which splits completely in K. Let R' be the subgroup of H generated by [/"] for v < m. Note that R' ç faxiG\). Since <f> is surjective, it follows from Lemma 5.1 that for cases other than 2C, 2E, and 2F, we have G\ s R'. For cases 2C, 2E, and 2F, then either G\ s R< or \R'\ = 2\G\ \. Now let G'[ be a subgroup of Gj so that Gi = G\ x G',', and let R" be a subgroup so that H = R' x H". For cases other than 2C, 2E, and 2F, we have G" = R". The 2-rank of R" is r in these cases. For cases 2C, 2E, and 2F, then either G'[ = R" or \R"\ = 2|G'/|. Since G'( = Gx/G[, the 2-rank of G'/ is r and the 2-rank of R" is r or r + 1. In any case, let r* be the 2-rank of R", and for 1 < p < r* let /¿ be primes which split completely in K such that [/¿] form a minimal set of generators for R" . Cases 1A, ID, 3A.
In these cases, p, q¡ ^. 3 (mod 4) for all i. Since the ramified prime ideals generate G,, it follows from Lemma 2.8 that Nk¡¡qie¡) = -1, where e, is the fundamental unit of A,. Further, by Lemma 3.7, there exists an integer ß\pd such that y/ßy/€oex€2 e K. We can choose ß so that ß\d. By Lemma 2.7, the ideal classes [p9,]¿, for i <n -I, are independent generators for Gi. Note that ifm = n or m = n-l, then r1 = 0 and the theorem follows. So assume m < n -1. We can choose G" to be the subgroup generated by [p?,]¿, for m < i <n-I. Similarly, we can choose R" to be the subgroup generated by [/,] for m< i < n -1. The 2-rank of R" is r' = n -m -1.
Since all the odd prime divisors of d are congruent to 1 modulo 4, it follows from Lemma 2.5 and using the argument preceding (1) that if q¡ = 2\d and (f) = -l,then^(q2) = -^(q/,).
Subcase I. x\lilß) = -1 for some k <m. Let ¿% = Ilj=i^V ' wnere l > ° and m+l<pj<n-l, and p¡ ¿ p¡ for i * j. Then à2 ** flj-Mj^ Mso' lX=iP^ «*, IT}=iP^ . and Similarly,
Hence, qp 56^ 0, qß 9^ o, and q^q/j 9^ a. Therefore, ^2 is not principal in Ä^, and \3 §\ has order 4 in G. In particular, we have shown that f^]* for m + 1 < j < n -1, has order 4 in G, and that there are no non-trivial relations among \&i¡\k for m+l<j<n-l.
Thus, <[^/,"+,k, -, [^/"_,k> = (Z/4Z)"-1 . Hence, the 4-rank of G is at least r = n -m -1.
Subcase II. Xqfilß) =1 for 1 < i < m, with ß ¿ 1, d.
If ^2(q^) = 1 for all z > m as well, then qß is principal so that ß = 1. If ^(q^) = _1 for all i > m, then qß «fc, q,, s»*, q¿, so that ß = d by our choice of /?. Thus, after reordering the q¡ if necessary, we may assume ;d2_,(q/0 = -l and j&fo,) = 1.
Let ^ = Il;=i^ with í > 0 and m + l<p¿<n-2, and /i, ,¿ /i7 for all i ^ j. Then as above, ^2 «* a > for some ramified ideal a in A2 and
IL>iq/" w*s ill'j=i<iqll-)a-As above, ¿ÏÏ2 is principal in K if and only if o is principal in A2, or a belongs to the same ideal class in A2 as qp, q^ , or qpq^ . It follows from (3) and (4), that a is not principal and a 9^, qp . By replacing qk with q"-x in (5), and by replacing qk with qn in (6), we see that a 9^, qp or qpq/?. Thus, ([^/,"+,k, -. [^/-"-2k> = (Z/4Z)"-"-2, so that the 4-rank of G is at least r-I = n -m-2.
Subcase III. ß = 1 or ß = d.
Let ¿% = ri%i<^V ^th ' > ^ and m + 1 -I** -R~ * » and ^' 7e f/ f°r all i t¿ j. Then, ^2 «^ o where a is some ramified ideal of A2 . If ß = 1, then q^ is principal in A2 and qpq^ «¿2 qp. If ß = d, then qß «fc, qp and q^q^ is principal in A2 . Thus, it suffices to show that o is not principal in A2 and a 9^ qp . Both follow from (3) and (4). Thus, i[&taJK, -, [&i-«-i]k) = (Z/4Z)"-'"-1, so that the 4-rank of G is at least r = n-m-I. For each subcase, we have shown that the 4-rank of G is at least r-l. From above, the 4-rank of G is at most r. Therefore, the theorem follows for Cases 1A, ID, and 3A.
Cases IB, 1C, IE, IF, 3B, 3C. Let T = {i\q¡ = 3 (mod 4)} . In Cases IB and 3B, 2\d but 2 ramifies in Aj and A2. In these cases, let /0 be a prime such that (#) = x\) iPi) and if-) = 1 • By Lemma 4.1, such a prime exists. Also, p/0 «¿, P2 and Iq splits completely in K. Set qo = 2 in these cases. In Cases IE and IF, let A) be a prime that splits completely in K such that p/0 « p2. Note that in Cases 1C and 3C, 2 does not ramify in Ai. For these cases, let /o be a prime which splits completely in K such that [/o] is trivial in H.
Let H' be the subgroup of H generated by R', YiieT [l¡] , and [A>] . Let H" be a subgroup so that H = H' x H" . If s is the 2-rank of H", then it follows that s > r' -2. We may assume that H" is the subgroup of H generated by [l/tj] for j e S where S is a subset of {i\m < i < n} . We also may choose S so that |5| = 5. If 5 = 0, then r' < 2 and the theorem follows in this case. Therefore, assume s > 0. In these cases, the fundamental unit of Ai is totally positive. Let A be a square free positive integer which divides the discriminant of Ai, such that b 7¿ 1, d and p¡, is principal in Ai, as in Lemma 2.6. The fundamental unit of Ao is not totally positive, so in the notation of Lemma 3.5, Co = 1. It follows from Lemma 3.5, that if a is a ramified ideal which is principal in K, then a is principal in A2 , or a belongs to the same ideal class in A2 as qp, q¿ , or q?q¿>-Let S' be a non-empty subset of S, and let 3 § = Yl¡es> &i< ■ ^e nave as before 3 §2 «* a, where 0 is a ramified ideal of A2 such that Y[i€S,q¡. «¿2
OEUs-qJa-Rx ßeS'. If qß = 1 (mod 4), then it follows from (1) that (7) n *s<*)=«sw n (f )=-;$<«*> n <¥> --n **.>■
Hence, Y[i€S, qq, <^k2 HieS' 1/.-> so that a is not principal in A2. If qß = 3 (mod 4), then it follows from (2) and by replacing qß with qßqa in (7), that a is not principal in A2. Since n pit "fci n N» **< n p* ~¿. n ^and ^.1*1e °s » 
where a is the squarefree part of bY[ieS,q¡; a = Yl'i=lqVi for í > 0 and 0 < Vt < n, and v¡ / i/7-, for I #J.
Note that qa \ a. Since [pahi Í G\, we may assume that (^-) = -1. Also, as above, there exists qy< with ifj) = -1, such that ij,-# #", for all i. Now b = n"=i Qk¡ for some integers A, with 0 < k, < n. Further, in these cases, if 2 ramifies in A], then 2 ramifies in A2 as well. It follows that p¿ «¿, n"=i Pq* Äfc, H"=iPik-Also, by the natural correspondence between // and Gi in these cases, it follows from above that U&plh\T!LM = IlUU Now UtiXdlÍPik¡) = XdHPb) = 1 for all d'\d such that -id' e Ex and (f-) » 1. Since £2 £ Exiyfp), it follows that n?-iXd»(% ) = 1 for all d"\pd such that v/rf" € £2. Thus,
By following an argument similar to (7) using qv¡ instead of qß , we see that a jikl qb . Also, following an argument similar to (8) using qy< instead of qy, we have a ^h q"q¿,.
Subcase II. (¿) = -1 for all q¡ = 3 (mod 4). Since n,er[A] £ H'* then Ü/g^Ip«!*, e G\. Hence, there exists qa' = 3 (mod 4) such that a' £ S. Choose b so that qa> \ b.
If qß = 1 (mod 4), then by (7), it follows that o is not principal in A2 . If qß = 3 (mod 4), then by replacing qß with qßqa< in (7), it follows that a is not principal in A2.
Suppose there exists an integer ô £ S' such that q¿ = 1 (mod 4) with (¿) = (^) = ~^ • Then °y replacing qy with q¡ in (8), it follows that o 9^ qP • We need to take care of the case that no such ô exists.
Let T = {i\q¡ = 1 (mod 4) and (£) = -1}. Since we have UterV¡\ = TherVilñtiVi] e H', it follows that ILerfólILerfó] e #' as weU. If no such q¿ exists, then it follows that IX/er'I'*'] *s a subproduct of 11,65' I'd which is not in H'. Thus, it follows there exists an integer Ô' e S' such that qs, = 3 (mod 4) with (^-) = (£) = -1. Then it follows from (2) that (Tlies-Xq2s,q,Ac*qMkqkA<lp) = ~ IW *&«,(•*) • Thus' we have dl/es'*»«/)• ** nf65' 1/, » so that a 9éfc2 qp .
There are similar arguments as in Subcase I to show that a j¡kl q¿ and a <¿k2 qPq¿> • In both subcases we have shown that \38\k has order 4. Thus, it follows that i[&iH k, -. I&'iJk) = (Z/4Z)*, so that the 4-rank of G is at least s > r -2.
From above, the 4-rank is at most r. Hence, the theorem holds for Cases IB, 1C, IE, IF, 3B, and 3C.
Cases 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D, 2E, and 2F.
Let H be the set of equivalence classes of primes that split in K with equivalence relation ~', where / ~' /' if p¡ «¿, p/<. We denote the equivalence class containing / by [/] '. The group operation on H is defined as follows: Let / and /' be primes which split completely in K.
where /" is a prime which splits completely in K and p/» «fc| p/p/<. As before, such an /" exists. We see that R ^ G{. It follows that either R = H or \H\ = 2\R\.
We define the following sets:
Ts = {i m < i < n, q¡■■ = 3 (mod 4)}, m<i<n,q¡ = 3,5 (mod 8)}, m<i<n,q¡ = 5,7 (mod 8)}, m < i < n, q,■■ = 1 (mod 4)}, m<i<n,qi = l,l (mod 8)}, r6 = {i\m < i < n, q,■ = 1, 3 (mod 8)}.
In Case 2B, 2 \ d but 2 ramifies in Ai. As before, in Cases 2B, 2D, 2E, and 2F, let lo be be a prime which splits completely in K such that p/0 «£, p2. In these cases, let qo = 2. In Cases 2A and 2C, 2 does not ramify in Ai. Let H' be the subgroup of R generated by [A]' for i < m, \~lieTl [li]', n,er2W > and [lo] ' if 2 ramifies in K. Let G\ be the subgroup of Gi generated by G\ > ÍUt-JP«,]*, . n,e7-2[Pd*, > and [p2]ki if 2 ramifies in A,. Let H" be a subgroup of R so that H = H' x H". Then the 2-rank of H" is s > r' -3.
We choose H" to be the subgroup of H generated by [lMj] ' for j e S where S is a subset of {i\m < i < n}. Again we choose S so that |S| = s. If s = 0, then r' < 3 and the theorem follows in this case. Therefore, assume that s > 0.
Note that rW'/r*. iWWeA".
Yli^UiY, X\l€Ti[li]'e R". It follows as well that u/grlPi/lfci e ^1 f°r 1 < 7 < 6.
For Cases 2B, 2C, 2E, and 2F, let b be a squarefree integer which divides the discriminant of Ai, such that b ^ 1, d, and pb is principal in Ai as in Lemma 2.6. Let a be a ramified ideal of A2 which is principal in K. Consider Cases 2A and 2D. In Lemma 3.5, we have Co = 2 or 2p since p = 3 (mod 4). It follows from Lemma 2.8 that Cx = 1 and qC2 is principal in A2. Thus a is principal in A2, or 0 belongs to the ideal class containing qp, q2, or qpq2 in A2 . It follows similarly that in Case 2B, 0 is principal in A2, or 0 belongs to the ideal class containing qp, q¿, or qpq¿ in A2 , if 2 | A ; otherwise a is principal in A2, or 0 belongs to the ideal class containing qp, q^ , or qpq¿ in A2. In Cases 2C, 2E, and 2F, a is principal in A2, or a belongs to the ideal class containing qp, q2, qPq2, q¿,, qPq¿ > q2q¿>, or qpq2q¿ in A2 .
Let S' be a nonempty subset of 5 and let ¿% = flics« ^i< • Again, we have 381 kk a, where a is a ramified ideal of A2 suchthat fl/es' 1/,-tó*i dligs* q?,)°-As in the previous cases, to show that a is not one of the ideals of A2 which becomes principal in K, we will also use the fact that YlieS'ViY 9e ILertfV]' where 1 < j < 6, since such products are in H'. Fix ß e S.
If there exists an integer a\ > m such that qa> = 1 (mod 4) and ax e S', then it follows similarly to (7) that o is not principal in A2. If not, then q¡ = 3 (mod 4) for all i e S'. Also, since HleT [pq,]k¡ S Gi, there exists an integer yx > m such that q7i = 3 (mod 4) and yx $ S'. Thus, it follows from (2) and by replacing qß with qßq7i in (7) that a is not principal in A2 .
If there exists an integer a2 > m such that qai = 1 (mod 4) and a2 £ S', then by replacing qy with qai in (8), it follows that o 9^, qp . If there is no such Q2,then n!=i[p4,]*i contains the subproduct UiçrJPah ■ since Il/erJPi/k, e Gi, then one of the q¡ 's, say qß, = 3 (mod 4). Since \\i€Ti [pq,\k, EUr, [Pdfc, G Gi, then there is an integer y«, > m such that qy¡ = 3 (mod 4) and yi f£ S'. Thus, it follows from (2) that a s}kk2 qp .
Suppose there exists 03 > m such that qai = 1 (mod 4), (¡j2-) = 1, and Q3 e S', or there exists a'3 > m such that qa< = 1 (mod 4), (^-) = -1, and To see this, we note that if the first case does not occur, then one of the following occurs: q¡ = 7 (mod 8) for some / > m and for all ô > m such that q¿ = 7 (mod 8), we have ô e S' ; q¡ = 7 (mod 8) for some i > m and for all S > m such that qs = 7 (mod 8), we have 3 $ S' ; and q¡ £ 1 (mod 8) for all i > m . These situations lead to the latter cases.
In each case it follows from (2) that ( n 4w<<*> aft* ^2)=n x^q, ^-n ^w By an argument similar to the one used in showing that o 9^, q2, it follows that (10) does not occur. Hence, a |6^ q¿. By an argument similar to the one used in showing that 0 9^ qpq2, it follows that a 96^ qpq¿ . Thus, a is not principal in K, so that \38\k has order 4 in G, and it follows as before that the 4-rank of G is at least r -3. Since the 4-rank of G is at most r + 1, the theorem follows in these cases as well. ■
Examples
In the last section we found an approximation for the 4-rank of the ideal class group of certain real biquadratic fields. We can explicitly compute the ideal class group for such fields using the ideas in the previous sections. Remark. The ideal class group of Q(\/627) is isomorphic to Z/2Z x Z/2Z.
For any prime p, the class number of Qiy/p) is odd, and for infinitely many primes p, the 2-class group of Q(v/627p) is an elementary 2-group. Thus for such primes p, the 2-class groups of all the quadratic subfields of K are elementary 2-groups. This theorem shows that the ideal class group of K is not necessarily isomorphic to a quotient of the product of the ideal class groups of its quadratic subfields as might be suggested from Herglotz's formula for the class number of K. In fact, we show that the 4-rank of the ideal class group of K can vary as much as possible, and there are infinitely many examples of each possibility. between them. Hence, the 4-rank of G is at least 2. Since A' = 16, it follows that G = Z/4ZxZ/4Z. Case 2. Now let p be a prime such that p = l(mod8), p = 2(mod3), p = 6(modll), p = 17 (mod 19).
Thus, (y) = ij) = 1, and ij) = (**■) = -1. Again many other congruences are possible. We compute some of the values of the genus characters xkl and Xkl below. It follows that L2 = E2 again, and that q2 and q3qnqi9q2qP are principal ideals of A2. By Lemma 2.6, yßl = j(ûv/2 + Av/1254) for some a, b eZ. As in the previous cases, A' = 16. Let / be any prime which splits completely in K, and let 9\ be any prime ideal of K lying over /. Since [P3U, and [p^] ^ generate Gi, then p¡ «*, pjpft, where et « 0, 1. Further, since **'(p,) -Xq2i<\i), Xq'iPi) = X&fai), and Xq'(P19) = ^2(qi9) for q = 3, 11, 19, and ^(q,) = ^2(q3) = ^2(q,9) = 1, it follows that q¡ «¿2 q^'q^ ■ Thus, by Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, /2 «a-P/q/«A^'P^'qïW 0).
Hence, all ideals have order less than or equal to 2 in G. Therefore, G = Z/2Z x Z/2Z x Z/2Z x Z/2Z. By Dirichlet's Theorem on primes in arithmetic progression, there exist infinitely many primes p which satisfy the congruences in each of the three cases. Hence, there are infinitely many primes such that G is isomorphic to each of the three groups above. ■
The primes 41, 17, and 73 satisfy the congruences in Cases 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Let Gp be the ideal class group for Qiy/p, V627). The class numbers of Q(-\/4T), Q(vT7), and Qiv/Tl) are all equal to 1, and the ideal class groups of Q(\/627), Q(-\/627p) are elementary 2-groups for p = 41, 17, and 73. Hence, G41, Gxi, and G73 are 2-groups. It follows that G41 ^Z/4ZxZ/4Z, G17 S Z/4Z x Z/2Z x Z/2Z, G73 =í Z/2Z x Z/2Z x Z/2Z x Z/2Z.
